REFERENCES (EXCERPT)
steel production and steel processing industry

KRANBAU KOETHEN

A professional partner with international experience
Kranbau Koethen GmbH specialises in special-purpose, process and
automatic cranes. The company‘s site in Koethen is steeped in tradition. At this location, it manufactures modern crane systems (overhead, semi-gantry or full-gantry cranes) tailored exactly to individual
customer requirements. We draw on the experience we have gained
over 80 years and are one of the leading European crane manufacturers. We are a market leader in quality thanks to the reliability of our
crane systems. Kranbau Koethen GmbH offers an extensive portfolio
of services including design, manufacturing, assembly and, above all,
service. We are always on hand to help our customers. As a one-stop
provider, we offer an extensive range of services for fast, competent
and reliable support.

AUTOMATIC CRANES

Crane automation with special requirements
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For more information visit: www.kranbau.de or visit our profile on
LinkedIn, XING, Google+, YouTube and Instagram.
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AUTOMATIC CRANES
Solutions for reloading and storage

Working with its affiliated companies and partners, Kranbau
Koethen delivers complete systems from a single source. In addition
to designing cranes, we also plan storage area management and
the link to the existing ERP system. This includes drive control,
safety technology for securing areas and order processing for
storage and shipping.
The benefits of crane automation are clear to see: Increased client
productivity, reduced damage, less wear, lower costs, improved
quality standards thanks to automated processes, time savings and
reduced space requirements.

Examples of industry-specific automated solutions:
■
■

■
■
■

Automated coil storage
Automated coil transport including cooling bath and storage 		
management
Automated annealing system for coils
Storage area management for storing slabs
Production accounting using weighing technology and		
ERP connection

Our full-service packages are designed to prevent unnecessary
interfaces between the automation levels.
The solution from a single source — complete, safe, automatic!
When developing individual solutions and approaches, we draw on
our decades of experience in building special-purpose cranes.
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